
Classic 4

Cooking with a wood fired oven is an art that seems lost, yet is here today 
with the HWAM Classic 4 EPA Exempt Cookstove! HWAM has married this 
centuries old way of cooking to a stove with futuristic design, giving you the 
best of both worlds!

Start cooking today, with the Classic 4 Cookstove!

Nostalgia meets Modern Design
  With the Classic 4 Cookstove!

EPA Exempt Cookstove



Specifications

HWAM Classic 4

Classic 4
EPA Exempt Cookstove
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Featuring the HWAM Autopilot™
Brilliant solutions often arise from the 
simplest of ideas and HWAM’s patented 
automatic system is no exception to this rule. 
It consists of a small bi-metalic coil which 
automatically regulates the supply of air 
to the combustion. A strikingly simple, yet 
ingeniously brilliant function which offers 
numerous automatic benefits – both for you 
and for the environment. 

HWAM AutopilotTM

What it does
The  HWAM AutopilotTM controls the three 
sources of combustion air supply to maximize 
heat output and efficiency while minimizing 
harmful emissions.

Benefits
Cleaner combustion – 20% less Carbon Monoxide
 - Less impact on the environment and  
  your health

More efficient combustion – up to 30% more efficient
 - More heat for your money
 - Less wood burned
 - Less heat up the chimney – 40% less!

Less soot in the chimney and appliance
 - Better fire safety
 - Less cleaning and maintenance

Easy operation
 - No need to adjust a control during   
   operation, just, “Set it and forget it.”

How it works
The thermostatic spring moves 
the control arm, which regulates 
the 3 sources of combustion 
air to maintain a constant 
temperature in the combustion chamber.
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